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Ruling Chart Report Key  

 
 

 

 
Quick-Start 
Guide  
 
Horizontal bars 
of color = cycles 
for the day 
 
Each horizontal 
bar = one cycle 
 
Trouble seeing 
something? Adjust 
your display settings 
or zoom in your 
view.  
 
In Brief: 
The more positive 
cycles for each 
person and within 
the day itself the 
better! 
 
When your personal 
cycles and/or the 
Universal Stars 
show high numbers 
of unfavorable 
cycles, use caution!  

  

Use these quick links If your pdf viewer supports live links:  
 

Cycle & Day Categories Fling Cycles & Days Blunder Cycles & Days 

Favorable Cycles & Days Risky Fling Cycles & Days Nuclear Cycles & Days 

Cinderella Cycles & Days Sexual Cycles & Days Blackout Cycles & Days 

Romance Cycles & Days Wisdom Cycles & Days Strategies 
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Understanding your Ruling Chart Report 

 
The Ruling Chart of your relationship exerts a powerful influence on the outcome. Understand the personal cycles 
each of you were in for the date you ordered: your 1st meeting date, 1st lovemaking date, engagement date or wedding 
date, as well as the Universal Stars of that date, based on the scientifically-proven principles of six-dimensional* Magi 
Astrology.  
 
The date of your 1st face-to-face meeting creates the astrological birth chart of your relationship, called the Ruling 
Relationship Chart. When you become lovers, the chart of that date – the Love Chart – becomes the Ruling Chart. From 
the day you become engaged, you are ruled by the Engagement Chart. Despite the current Ruling Chart, preceding charts 
still have some influence, until the day you marry, after which your Wedding Chart supersedes all previous Ruling Charts. 
Magical Wedding Dates 
 
The ruling chart of your relationship is a crucial key to the relationship's potential- it can dramatically influence happiness or 
heartbreak, success or failure and help determine if the couple will move on to the next stage of their relationship. 

Both people’s personal cycles and the quality of the day itself are important. Both personal cycles and the Universal stars 
of the day itself are broken into categories. You may have one or more than one of each cycle, or none. Some types of 
cycles and days are very positive, some are not. It is normal to have some of both. There are no perfect days, nor are there 
perfect people or perfect relationships. What we are hoping for is that your first meeting date is GOOD ENOUGH to allow 
this relationship to blossom. 

The ruling chart by itself is a key to the basic strengths and weaknesses of the relationship and its likely outcome. It also 
has much to do with how each partner perceives the relationship. 
Comparing the ruling chart to each individual birth chart reveals what each partner stands to gain or lose from the 
relationship, such as: 
 
Individual potential for happiness & satisfaction 
Individual potential for career success 
Personal issues the relationship is likely to trigger 
Potential for heartbreak 

The more positive cycles for each person and within the day itself the better! When your personal cycles and/or the 
Universal Stars aren't hopeful: go slow, keep your eyes open, and watch for red flags. 

 
If you are looking for your soulmate, the two most important categories are Cinderella and Blackout. Extensive research 
has proven that you can only meet your soulmate when you are having one or more Cinderella Cycles. The left and center 
columns will show you how many Cinderella Cycles each of you had on your meeting date. It is also critical to know your 
Blackout Cycles – it is unlikely that you will meet your soulmate during a Blackout Cycle EVEN IF you also have Cinderella 
Cycles, and highly unlikely if you have multiple Blackout Cycles. 

 
 

 
Important: Everyone's cycles fluctuate dramatically. You may find that your ruling chart event happened at a 
particularly good time in your life, or at a particularly bad one.  
 
If this report isn’t what you hoped for, at least you have the knowledge to turn this to your advantage. You can be 
extra careful in this relationship, not ignore red flags when you see them, and walk away when you need to instead 
of spending months or years trying to make it work. Remember – good stars always follow bad stars, and over 
time, EVERYONE has cycles which help them to find their soulmate! 

 

 
 
Cycles are graphed for the time listed on your order, or noon if unknown. Average and high numbers for each category of 
Cycles and Days are listed for comparison purposes. Be sure to compare your numbers to these average and high 
numbers to know where this date fits in to the broad spectrum of Ruling Relationship Chart dates.  Moon is not used for 
any person whose birth time or birth place is unknown. 
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The Universal Day information in this report gives you the most basic and fundamental Universal Stars which affect 
relationships. This information may or may not correlate with the Magi Society’s Best and Worst Days online. Always keep 
in mind that the Magi Society’s days listed for each month are “best and worst,” not “good and bad,” and are chosen for 
many types of situations, not only love. Each month’s selections are relative to that month’s quality of days available. 
Ruling Relationship Charts, unless carefully chosen using Magi principles, are seldom perfect. Your Ruling Chart Report 
helps you to understand more about this relationship’s odds of success vs. failure. 
 
This report is designed to help you understand the key components of your Ruling Relationship Chart for a 1st meeting or 
other Ruling Chart date which has already happened. It’s FAR BETTER to be proactive and to choose the date for your 1st 
meeting, 1st lovemaking or other Ruling Chart date during Cinderella Cycles and avoiding Blackout Cycles. Do this with a 
Star-Timer Love Calendar.  

 

Cycle and Day Categories 
 

 

 
Favorable Cycles and Days 

 
Favorable Cycles: These can be excellent times to start anything new, including a relationship. Days with high numbers of 
Favorable Cycles are the days when you are most blessed and protected. Days with many Favorable Cycles are the times 
when you are most likely to have good things happen, including having someone good for you enter your life. 
 
Favorable Days: These are Universal days which are more typically blessed than normal, and days with higher than 
average numbers of favorable aspects are typically better than average days to meet someone new. These Universal Days 
tend to support goodness, protection and true love. 
 
Personal Cycles: Average number of Favorable Cycles: 3. High number of Favorable Cycles: 4+.  
Universal Stars: Average number of Favorable Aspects: 3. High number of Favorable Aspects: 4+ 
 
 

 

  
Cinderella Cycles and Days 

 
Cinderella Cycles: These are the times when you can meet your soulmate. The more concurrent Cinderella cycles you 
have, the greater the chance you have met a potential soulmate. During Cinderella Cycles, people see you in your best 
possible light. Your charisma and ability to make a good impression are at a peak. However, if you ALSO have Blackout 
Cycles, this is a sign that this person is probably not your soulmate. More 
 
Cinderella Days: Days with higher than average numbers of Universal Cinderella aspects. These days favor true love and 
are excellent to have in a first meeting chart.  
 
If you meet someone during lots of Cinderella cycles and they still don’t turn out to be THE ONE, don’t panic! Everyone has 
many Cinderella Cycles in their life. Get ready for your next Cinderella Cycles with a Star-Timer Love Calendar. 

 
Personal Cycles: Average number of Cinderella Cycles: 2. High number of Cinderella Cycles: 3+.  
Universal Stars: Average number of Cinderella Aspects: 2. High number of Cinderella Aspects: 3+. 
 
 
 

 
Romantic Cycles and Days 

 
Romantic Cycles: These indicate times when you are a starry-eyed romantic looking for love. You just may find it – but 
only if you ALSO have concurrent Cinderella Cycles. Romantic cycles create the yearning for love, but Cinderella Cycles 
are the times when you can really meet your soulmate.  
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Enjoy Romantic Cycles but be aware that they can create such a yearning for love that you are willing to overlook too many 
negatives in a potential relationship. Be especially careful if you have no Cinderella Cycles or have higher than average 
numbers of Nuclear, Blunder or Blackout Cycles! Otherwise you might wake up one day when the Romantic Cycle is over 
and say to yourself, “What was I thinking???” 
 
Romantic Days: Multiple Romantic Aspects indicate days with stronger than average Universal romantic energy. This can 
be a real plus for a relationship based on true love, but can blind you for a while at least to a flawed relationship if not. The 
Ruling Relationship Chart is one guide to the relationship’s potential. Find out more with a Complete Relationship Report.  
 
Personal Cycles: Average number of Romantic Cycles: 0 or 1. High number of Romantic Cycles: 2+.  
Universal Stars: Average number of Romantic Aspects: 1. High number of Romantic Aspects: 2+. 
 
 
 

 
Fling Cycles and Days 

 
Fling Cycles: These are times when you may be more interested in a casual relationship than in meeting your true love, 
unless you ALSO have Cinderella Cycles. In this case, you will probably become more interested in commitment after your 
Fling Cycle(s) have passed. 
 
Fling Days: Days with multiple Fling Aspects are days which incline everyone toward no-strings fun and away from 
commitment. Relationships begun on days with higher than average numbers of Fling Aspects have less chance of 
becoming long-term and serious.  
 
Fling Cycles and Days don’t carry the inherent risk of Risky Fling Cycles and Days, but that is still no guarantee the fling is 
“safe.” 
 
Personal Cycles: Average number of Fling Cycles: 1 or 2. High number of Fling Cycles: 3+.  
Universal Stars: Average number of Fling Aspects: 2-3. High number of Fling Aspects: 4. 

 
 
 

 
Risky Fling Cycles and Days 

 

 
 
Risky Fling Cycles: These are times when you could be taking a very real risk if you begin a fling. If you have a higher 

than average number of Risky Fling Cycles, the likelihood of the fling creating negative repercussions in your life of some 

kind are significantly higher than normal.  

 
If your Risky Fling Cycle(s) are Light Olive (transits outside the power orb), your risk is higher than normal.  If your Risky 
Fling Cycle(s) are Dark Olive your risk is much higher than normal. 
 
Risky Fling Days: Days with a higher than normal number of Risky Fling Aspects are days when everyone is at greater 
risk when starting a fling. The color of the cycle indicates lower or higher risk just like in Risky Fling Cycles. 
 
There are lots of ways a fling can disrupt your life, so be careful if a high number of these cycles show up in Personal 
Cycles or in Universal Days, especially if you have higher than average numbers of Nuclear, Blunder or Blackout Cycles or 
if higher than average numbers of these Cycles are found in the Universal Stars. More 
 
Personal Cycles: Average number of Risky Fling Cycles: 1 or 2. High number of these Cycles: 3+.  
Universal Stars: Average number of Risky Fling Aspects: 2. High number of these Aspects: 3+. 
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Sexual Cycles and Days 

 
Sexual Cycles: These are times when both your libido and performance are at a peak. Relationships begun during a high 
number of Sexual Cycles are off to a very sexy start! This is great for a fling, and also great for a relationship based on true 
love. Just like with Romantic Cycles though, be especially careful if you have no Cinderella Cycles or have multiple Risky 
Fling, Nuclear, Blunder or Blackout Cycles. Otherwise the super-charged sex could blind you important truths about the 
relationship, such as that this person isn’t actually your soulmate. Find out more with a Complete Relationship Report.  
 
Sexual Days: When a day has a higher than average number of Sexual Aspects, everyone sizzles more than usual. Again, 
this is great for a fling, and also for a relationship based on true love. Sexual Days are more misleading and problematic if 
multiple Risky Fling, Nuclear, Blunder or Blackout Cycles are found in the Universal Stars. 
 
Personal Cycles: Average number of Sexual Cycles: 4. High number of Sexual Cycles: 5+.  
Universal Stars: Average number of Sexual Aspects: 4. High number of Sexual Aspects: 5+. 
 

 

 
Wisdom Cycles and Days 

 
Wisdom Cycles: These are the times when your judgment is most clear and far-seeing. Days when you have an average 
or higher number of these cycles are the best times to make crucial decisions as your mind is calm and centered and you 
are most likely to receive Angelic guidance in your life. Thus, these are great times to meet someone new. 
 
Wisdom Days: Days with an average or higher number of Wisdom Aspects are the days when most people have better 
judgment and greater clarity. This is a very positive energy to have in a relationship. 
 
Personal Cycles: Average number of Wisdom Cycles: 3. High number of Wisdom Cycles: 4+.  
Universal Stars: Average number of Wisdom Aspects: 3. High number of Wisdom Aspects: 4+. 
 

 
 

 
Blunder Cycles and Days 

 

 
Blunder Cycles: Higher than average numbers of these cycles incline you toward making mistakes, sometimes BIG 
mistakes. They can incline you to delude yourself and even make it more likely to be deceived by others. Beware of 
anyone you meet during high numbers of Blunder Cycles who seems too-good-to-be-true – they are unlikely to be what 
they seem. The best advice about anyone you meet during multiple blunder cycles is this: stick to tried and true wisdom – 
don’t do anything unusual or untested; stick to the safest course – don't take risks or go out on a limb; stick to common sense 
– if something is generally considered to be a bad idea, don't do it. 
 
If your Blunder Cycle(s) are Light Rust (transits outside the power orb), your risk of making an error or errors is higher than 
normal.  If your Blunder Cycle(s) are Dark Rust your risk is very high. More 
 
Blunder Days: Days with multiple Blunder Aspects are days when most people are at greater than normal risk of errors in 
judgment. The color of the cycle indicates lower or higher risk just like in Blunder Cycles.  
 
Personal Cycles: Average number of Blunder Cycles: 3. High number of Blunder Cycles: 5+.  
Universal Stars: Average number of Blunder Aspects: 4. High number of Blunder Aspects: 5+. 
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Nuclear Cycles and Days 

   

 
Nuclear Cycles: Relationships begun under multiple Nuclear cycles are seldom a "fit" for you and you are likely to later 
find yourself with serious and irreconcilable differences with the person you met during these times. Nuclear cycles are also 
representative of severe bad judgment and planning and are included in Blunder cycles. 
 
The Light Maroon portion (transits outside the power orb) of Nuclear cycles indicates times when important first meetings 
are inadvisable. The Dark Maroon portion (the power orb of a transit) indicates times when you are particularly at risk of 
fallout!  More 
 
Nuclear Days: Day with a higher than average number of Nuclear Aspects are days when everyone is at greater risk of a 
relationship mismatch or later serious differences. The color of the cycle indicates lower or higher risk just like in Nuclear 
Cycles.  
 
Personal Cycles: Average number of Nuclear Cycles: 0 or 1. High number of Nuclear Cycles: 2+.  
Universal Stars: Average number of Nuclear Aspects: 1 or 2. High number of Nuclear Aspects: 3+. 
 

 
 

 
Blackout Cycles and Days  

 

 
Blackout Cycles aka Heartbreak Cycles: Multiple Blackout Cycles are the worst possible times for meeting new people. 
Starting a new relationship during Blackout Cycles most often eventually leads to heartbreak – especially if begun during 
the Black portion of the cycle. During Blackout Cycles, you are very unlikely to meet your soulmate even if you also have 
Cinderella Cycles. Blackout Cycles are also characterized by bad judgment and people seeing you in your worst possible 
light.  
 
The Gray portion (transits outside the power orb) of Blackout Cycles indicates times important first meetings are 
inadvisable. The Black portion (the power orb of a transit) indicates times when you are particularly at risk for heartbreak! 
 
Blackout Days aka Heartbreak Days: Days with a higher than usual number of Blackout Aspects are days when 
everyone is at greater risk of a Heartbreak Relationship. The color indicates just how much greater the risk just like in 
Blackout Cycles. 
 
There are lots of ways you can get you heart broken, not just by falling in love and then getting dumped. Lots of things can 
happen to break your heart, such as messing up your reputation, having an unwanted pregnancy, contracting an STD, 
loaning money which isn’t paid back, etc. If you meet someone with multiple Blackout s in your cycles or in the day itself, 
heartbreak can somehow happen EVEN IF you believe you are truly in love and you are both good people with good 
intentions. 
 
Blackout Cycles and Days are insidious; they can make you cling to a relationship despite obvious problems until you are 
in over your head, then they can break your heart. Blackout Cycles and Days couldn’t work the way they do unless they 
had the power to draw you in first. 
 

Try not to be too frustrated if you have multiple Blackout s in your cycles or in the day itself. Because you know about your 
Blackout Cycles or Day, you can be extra careful.  If there were no Blackout Cycles or Days, finding true love would be 
easy for everyone.  
 
Blackout Cycles are an inevitable part of everyone’s life. It may seem depressing to see multiple Blackouts in your cycles 
or in the day itself, but think of it this way: knowing when a new meeting would likely lead to heartbreak can save you from 
wasting months or years on someone that would ultimately be a serious disappointment or worse, and maybe missing your 
soulmate in the meantime.  
 
If you have Blackout Cycles: Be patient and use your Blackout Cycles to get ready for your Cinderella Cycles. If you’re 
hanging onto an old flame, a wishful relationship, or an unfulfilling relationship, release it now! Do whatever grieving you 
need to do – even if it really hurts. Release what didn’t work so you’re ready for something better.  
Don’t miss your soulmate during your next Cinderella Cycles because you’re still holding onto something going nowhere. 
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Remember – you don’t have to let go of the dream you had for a bad or wishful relationship, you only have to let go of the 
reality! KEEP YOUR DREAM for when you meet your true soulmate.  
 
Be patient, this time isn’t wasted. Blackout Cycles are the perfect time to work on your ability to be in a healthy, loving 
relationship: analyze old relationships to understand your part of what went wrong, get some therapy if you need it, read 
self-help books, work on your attitudes, learn better relationship skills. We all have some room for improvement in these 
areas. Physically, take this time to get in shape so you’ll feel and look your best 
 
Get ready for your next Cinderella Cycles with a Star-Timer Love Calendar. 
 
Knowing when to move forward and when not to is one of the keys to achieving your dreams. Understanding your own 
timing allows you to become one of the rare few who really can fulfill your dreams. More 
 
Personal Cycles: Average number of Blackout Cycles: 0 or 1. High number of these Cycles: 2+.  
Universal Stars: Average number of Blackout Aspects: 1. High number of these Aspects: 2+ 

 
 

Strategies 
 
If your Ruling Chart Report looks good: 
Congratulations! You have a greater than average opportunity with this relationship and are more likely to be safe in 
moving ahead with it. Even so, you should always keep your eyes and ears open for yellow or red flags and listen to your 
intuition and what your wise friends say. Continue the relationship’s positive energy wave by choosing next-stage dates 
such as 1st lovemaking and Engagement dates carefully.  
 
If your Ruling Chart Report looks sketchy or mixed: 
If you proceed, proceed with caution. Keep your eyes and ears open for yellow or red flags. Listen carefully to your 
intuition and what your wise friends say. Do your best to improve the relationship’s energy and chances by choosing next-
stage dates such as 1st lovemaking and Engagement dates carefully.  
 
If your Ruling Chart Report looks negative: 
If you proceed, proceed with EXTREME caution. This is a Free Will Universe and you get to decide what you want to do. 
If you decide to move ahead despite the risks, keep your eyes and ears open for yellow or red flags. Listen carefully to your 
intuition and what your wise friends say. If you are going to continue the relationship, you may be able to improve the 
relationship’s chances by choosing next-stage dates such as 1st lovemaking and Engagement dates carefully.  
 
Get a next-stage date: 
To check out a single date, order another Love-Stars Ruling Chart Report for your proposed date. 
To check out multiple dates, order a Star-Timer Love Calendar for each of you. 
 
Get a MAGIcal Wedding Date: 
Most Heartbreak Clashes between people and with their Ruling Charts can be overcome by a perfect or near-perfect 
wedding date.  A MAGIcal date = "Happy & Successful Ever After"  More 
 

If you are in a Blackout Cycle, WAIT. Don’t keep meeting new people. Look ahead to see when your Blackout Cycle(s) 
will pass and your Cinderella Cycles will start with a Star-Timer Love Calendar. 
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Don’t panic if you have negative cycles! Everyone has them. You’ve had them many times in the past – you 
just didn’t know they were there. But even when you were in “blissful” ignorance of their presence, negative 
cycles were active in your life – these were the times you failed at something despite your best efforts, made a bad 
impression when trying to make a good one, met a heartbreak instead of a soulmate, or made a major blunder 
when you were trying to be wise.  
 
Negative cycles have several types of effects: 
 
Internally, they can make you intermittently feel more depressed, confused, angry, pessimistic, vulnerable, tired or 
weepy. But don’t think every day will be a bad day during bad cycles. It’s perfectly possible to enjoy life most days 
even during multiple negative cycles! If you have a bad day or even a bad week during negative cycles though, at 
least you know it’s due to the stars and won’t blame yourself or something or someone else. In most cases, our 
emotional state correlates even more strongly to the stars than to the situations in our life! 
 
Outwardly, negative cycles make you less appealing to others and they can destroy the things you begin under 
their negative influence.  
 
Accept your negative cycles. Sometimes you will have more negative cycles, and sometimes you will have fewer. 
The key is to avoid major decisions and crucial new beginnings during these times. It makes sense that there are 
times to move ahead and times to wait if you want to achieve your dreams. Sometimes life requires us to be patient 
and wait longer than we would like to move forward, but when we haven’t exhausted ourselves and our resources 
getting nowhere during unfavorable times, we can push ahead maximally when the stars change and begin to favor 
success. Knowledge of your negative cycles makes you one of the VERY FEW people who won’t be unknowingly 
undermined by them. 
 
Find out YOUR days to make all your dreams come true with a Star-Timer Calendar. 
 

 

 
 

Want to Know More? 

 
 

Get your full in-depth 40+ page relationship reveal + relationship likely outcome: 
 

 
 

Complete Relationship Report 
 

Get $5 off! Use coupon code: SAVE5 
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Understand your Partner 
 
Your compatibility report will NOT change the other person’s character. People will still behave 
according to their nature. It is entirely possible to have great relationship linkages with a sociopath, so 
it’s also critical to know WHO you are dealing with. 
 
Who is your partner?  What does he/she want and need? Is he/she able to commit?  A good person? 
Loving and affectionate?  Honest and ethical?  Earning potential?  What is she/he like sexually? 
Only after money?  A user?  A player?  A heartbreaker? More Info 
 
Schedule a Session with Magi Helena: 

 

In-Depth One Hour Session  
 

 
Get $25 off a regularly-priced 1-hour session -   

use coupon code: INDEPTH25 

 
 

 

 

Ready to start over, or want to know your best timing for love? 
 

 
 

Get an Instant Personal Love Calendar 
 
Find out YOUR days to meet your Soulmate, when you can only meet a heartbreaker, the best and worst days 
to push for commitment, and more. 
 

 
 

Personal Love Astrology Calendars  
 

 
SAVE 20%! Use coupon code: STAR-TIMERLOVE20 
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If this is IT - Get a Magical Wedding Date 

 

 
 
A MAGIcal date = "Happy & Successful Ever After"  
 

 
 

Magical Wedding Date  
Learn More   

 
 
 

Wishing you True and Forever Love!  Blessings and Light, 
 

 
 
 

More about Love More about Clashes 

More about Soulmate Linkages More about Star-Timer Calendars 

More about Sexual Attraction 
 

 

 
 
 

Also check out my books  
for Kindle on Amazon.com: 
 
Get the free Kindle app for 
most smartphones, tablets 
and computers here 
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